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Abstract| The cooperative leader following task for multi-
robot teams is introduced and discussed. We describe the de-
sign and implementation of a distributed technique to coordinate

team level and robot level behaviors for this task, as well as a
multi-threaded framework for the implementation of a multi-
robot system with heterogeneous sensing capabilities. This ap-

proach enables robots to remain in formation as they deal with
other obstacles that may appear within the formation. We de-

scribe how single robot behaviors are realized and scheduled. We
show some of the results of the team implementations. The pro-
posed approach has been run and validated on a team of robots

performing both in indoor and outdoor environments.

I. Introduction

In this paper we address the problem of leader fol-

lowing in the case of a multi-robot team with hetero-

geneous sensing capabilities. This task requires the

robots to move in a linear pattern, each following the

previous robot, with the �rst robot either following a

human operator, being teleoperated, or going through

a predetermined path. While others have previously

studied this leader following behavior, our focus is

speci�cally on enabling the team to perform in a robust

way, so that the team is able to correctly operate even

if some external undesired or unforeseen event occurs.

Examples of unexpected events include an obstacle in

the way or one or more of the robots failing.

We propose a distributed policy based on explicit

communication that allows this goal to be achieved at

the team level. We introduce a multi-threaded struc-

ture employed on di�erent robots, and we also give the

details about the tracking techniques. This framework

allows us to abstract the coordinated tracking process

from the low-level sensor details.

This paper is organized as follows: related work is

discussed in Section II, while our approach at the team

level is introduced in Section III, and at the robot

level in Section IV. Details about the software ar-
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chitecture are provided in Section V, and in Section

VI we briey outline how the various sensors are used

for leader following and obstacle avoidance. Finally

in Section VII we present additional implementation

results, with conclusions o�ered in Section VIII.

II. Related work

The task of pattern formation and formation march-

ing has gained a lot of attention in the last several

years, and is one of the challenging issues in multi-

robot research [14]. In [2] a physical implementa-

tion on a team of outdoor robots is discussed. A

class of reactive behaviors that implement formations

is introduced and tested on a team of military un-

manned ground vehicles performing in an outdoor ter-

rain. While this work is similar to ours in terms of the

behavior based approach and the outdoor operating

scenario, the main di�erences are that we do not use

a global positioning system (e.g., GPS) and we also

deal with a heterogeneous system in which robots are

equipped with di�erent sets of sensors. We also ex-

plicitly deal with obstacles arising in the midst of the

formation during execution.

Potential �eld approaches are also widely used for

formation keeping (see for example [15], [16], [2]).

Robots move by being attracted to their desired posi-

tion in the pattern and being repulsed from obstacles

and other robots. In this context one of the main

problems is dealing with systems that operate in envi-

ronments that exhibit signi�cant dynamics, since the

group has to promptly react to unforeseeable circum-

stances that can emerge inside or outside the team

itself [4]. In [6] the idea of moving a team by means

of a leader that conducts the rest of the robots is dis-

cussed and some simulation results are shown. The

problem of designing control laws for this kind of prob-

lem is discussed in [12]. One of the main issues is

related to the design of distributed control schemes {



i.e., schemes where each robotic agent acts on the basis

of local decisions [3], [9], [17] as opposed to centralized

schemes where decisions are made by a unique subject,

which has a global view of the situation, and are then

communicated to robotic agents [1]. In constrast to

much of this previous research, our research explicitly

addresses issues of maintaining formation in a leader-

following application while also avoiding obstacles that

may unexpectedly appear within the formation.

III. Team Level Behaviors

We address the following problem: given a set of

robots with possibly heterogeneous sensing capabilities

arranged in a linear pattern, design a strategy so that if

the �rst moves in an unknown environment, the others

follow while at the same time avoiding obstacles that

may appear within the formation. We call this task

Cooperative Leader Following.

In our approach, we distinguish between team-level

behaviors and robot-level behaviors. At the team level

we use a situated automaton [10] approach, with the

team seen as a �nite state automaton whose inputs

come from the environment. The transitions between

the three group-level behaviors are shown in Figure 1.

At the team level we introduce three behaviors:

� Team-Follow: If the team is executing this behav-

ior, every robot (except the �rst) will follow its local

leader.

� Team-Wait: This behavior is executed when the

team is waiting for some event to happen. This is the

case when, for example, a moving object approaches

a robot, so that it is not safe to keep moving. In this

case all robots stop to avoid breaking the formation.

� Team-Recover: This behavior is executed when

the team is trying to recover from a wait condition.

Since not all robots are involved in a collision dan-

ger situation, when the team is performing this behav-

ior single robots will execute di�erent behaviors, with

some robots trying to go around obstacles, and oth-

ers simply performing regular following at a reduced

speed.

The introduction of the Team-Wait behavior is mo-

tivated by the assumption that the team will not op-

erate in an interference-free environment, but rather

in an unknown, possibly unstructured, environment

shared with other moving entities, such as humans or

other robots. In this scenario, it could happen that a

moving object approaches the robot, so that it is nec-

essary for it to stop to avoid a collision. The robot

�rst waits for a certain amount of time for the ob-

stacle to go away. If this time is exceeded, then the

robot attempts to circumnavigate the obstacle { i.e.

to recover from the situation and to resume the follow

behavior. The wait stage is introduced because recov-

ering is a diÆcult task, and it is preferred to execute

it only when there is no alternative. Of course, when a

robot is waiting, other robots should wait too, to keep

the formation together. From the above discussion it

is evident that some sort of explicit communication is

necessary to gain the desired team level behavior, es-

pecially for large team sizes.

IV. Robot Level Behaviors

At the single robot level we designed a set of �ve

behaviors that, locally executed, give the team level

behaviors previously described (see Figure 1). They

are:

� Robot-Follow: The robot is following its leader.

� Robot-Local-Wait: The robot is waiting because

an obstacle does not let it move safely.

� Robot-Remote-Wait: The robot is waiting be-

cause one or more other robots are in Robot-Local-

Wait.

� Robot-Local-Recover: The robot is trying to re-

cover from a Robot-Local-Wait situation. This means

that it is trying to overtake an obstacle while keeping

track of its leader.

� Robot-Remote-Recover: The robot is following

its leader but at a reduced speed, so that if its follower

is doing a Robot-Local-Recover behavior, it will be eas-

ier for the robot to keep tracking while overtaking the

obstacle.

At the team level the switching between di�erent be-

haviors is triggered by explicit communication, while

at the single robot level the triggering comes both from

sensors and from communication. To make this struc-

ture independent of the number of robots in the team,

each robot is modeled as a Situated Counter Machine.

A counter machine [7] is a computational model which

lies between �nite state automatons and push-down

automatas. Informally, a counter machine is a �nite

state automata augmented with a counter that can

count arbitrary numbers, so that the next state choice

is based not only on the current state and input (from

sensors and communcation), but also on the counter

value, which can be updated during the transition.

This choice has been made so that the same algorithm

will work independently of the size of the team, as de-

scribed below. Indeed, a �nite state automata is not

capable of this, since it cannot count arbitrary num-

bers, due to the �xed �nite number of di�erent states.

Since one of the goals of this work is to develop a

scalable framework for the distributed control of the

eet motion that operates independently of the size

of the team, our approach is based on the use of two

counters, Wait and Recover, to keep track of the num-

ber of robots that are performing Robot-Local-Wait

and Robot-Local-Recover. If both those counters are
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Fig. 1. Team-level behaviors, robot-level behaviors, and their transitions.

0, then the team is performing Team-Follow (i.e., ev-

ery robot is performing Robot-Follow). When a robot

senses a dangerous situation it increments both coun-

ters and starts a timer. When the timer expires it

decreases the Wait counter and when the dangerous

situation does not hold anymore it decreases the Re-

cover counter. Other robots decide what to do on the

basis not only of the information they sense, but also

on the basis of counters' values. If Wait is greater than

zero and no local dangerous situation is detected the

behavior is Robot-Local-Wait. If Wait is zero but Re-

cover is positive Robot-Local-Recover is executed. Ta-

ble I illustrates this approach. Sn is the state of the

automata at time n, while Wn and Rn are the values

of the counters at time n. The input of the automata,

In, can be one of the following:
� LWB (Local Warn Begin): Sensors provide infor-

mation that something is too close to keep following.

� LWE (Local Warn End): Sensors provide informa-

tion that a previously detected dangerous situation

does not hold anymore.

� LTO (Local Time Out): The timer started with

LWB expired so it is necessary to switch from wait-

ing to recovering.
In order to have a distributed implementation, the

Warn and Recover counters are not allotted to a

unique entity, but are rather shared among all the

robots { i.e., every robot has its own copy. For this

reason four di�erent messages are sent, namely two for

updating Warn (increase and decrease) and two for up-

dating Recover. Messages are anonymously sent in a

broadcast fashion. In this way, for both sending and

receiving, robots do not need to know the number of

members of the team. Thus the approach is indepen-

dent of the size of the team itself.

The use of counters and timers is somewhat simi-

lar to those in [11], which were shown to be e�ective.

In the physical robot implementation, each robot has

its own copies of the counters, and the broadcast mes-

sages are used to keep all these copies in a consistent

state. However, we recognize that the communication

system and/or robots will not be perfect, and that at

times messages will be lost or never sent. For instance,

a robot could fail after entering the LWB condition,

causing it to not be able to send the corresponding

LWE or timeout message. To avoid the team being

stopped from this event, all the robots start an inter-

nal timer when they receive a LWB message. If after a

reasonable amount of time the corresponding LWE or

timeout message does not come, the �rst who recog-

nizes this situation issues the missing message, so that

the team can resume.

V. Dealing with a Heterogeneous Team

To test the proposed framework, we implemented

this approach on a heterogeneous team of three to

�ve mobile robots. The robots are heterogeneous in

that they are equipped with di�erent sensor suites

and have di�erent mobile platforms. We developed

a multi-threaded software architecture in which each

sensor is handled by a separate thread that uses its

data to obtain information about tracking and naviga-

tion. Each thread then sends its output (e.g., the polar

coordinates of the point to track) to a Decisor thread

which, on the basis of the desired behavior and sen-

sory input, drives the robot. The Decisor �rst merges

the provided points to track and then decides how to

move on the basis of a set of fuzzy rules. A separate

thread handles explicit communcation. Each robot

is equipped with sonar sensors that provide distance

readings within four meters. Three of the robots are

equipped with a SICK PLS (Proximity Laser Scanner)

laser range �nder. Also, three robots have a Sony cam-

era mounted on a pan-tilt unit. Each robot is equipped

with wireless Ethernet, which allows them to commu-

nicate over the standard TCP/IP protocol. Finally,

we note that even though these robots also have a Dif-

ferential Global Positioning System (DGPS), we did

not use it in this research because of its frequent un-

availability (e.g., due to indoor operations, satellite

obstructions, etc.).



Sn Wn Rn In Sn+1 Wn+1 Rn+1

Follow 0 0 LWB Local Wait 1 1

Follow 1 1 - Remote Wait 1 1

Local Wait n 1 LWE Remote Recover n-1 0

Local Wait 1 1 LWE Follow 0 0

Local Wait n m LWE Remote Wait n-1 m-1

Local Wait n m LTO Timer Elapsed n-1 m

Timer Elapsed 0 m - Local Recover 0 m

Timer Elapsed n m LWE Remote Wait n m-1

Local Recover 0 m LWE Remote Recover 0 m-1

Local Recover 0 1 LWE Follow 0 0

Local Recover 1 m - Timer Elapsed 1 m

Remote Wait n m LWB Local Wait n+1 m+1

Remote Wait 0 m - Remote Recover 0 m

Remote Wait 0 0 - Follow 0 0

Remote Recover n m LWB Local Wait n+1 m+1

Remote Recover n m - Remote Wait n m

Remote Recover 0 0 - Follow 0 0

TABLE I

Transitions of the automaton based on messages coming from sensors and on the value of Warn and Recover

counters. The state Timer Elapsed is used when a robot's timer elapsed, but the robot has to wait because of Wn is

greater than 0. In that case its behavior is Robot-Local-Wait.

In our approach, we use the available sensors that

are most appropriate for each navigation subtask. Our

experimental trials involving sonar-based versus laser-

based (or camera-based) tracking have clearly shown

that the laser and camera sensors are much more accu-

rate than the sonar beyond a short distance. Thus, the

laser scanners and cameras are used for robot tracking.

However, the laser and camera sensors do not have 360

degree coverage of the space around the robot, whereas

the sonars are positioned around the entire robot pe-

riphery. Thus, the sonars are used to detect obstacles

that approach the robot from directions unseen by the

laser and camera sensors, and for short-range obstacle

detection.

VI. Tracking the Leader

At the beginning of the formation keeping task, we

align all robots in a front-to-back column formation.

Each robot's individual leader is assigned to be the

robot directly in front of it. In our experiments, we

worked with a team of robots with heterogeneous sens-

ing capabilities, but with similar physical character-

istics. This enabled us to use one sensor model for

each sensor type { either laser scanner or CCD image

{ for leader detection/recognition. The robots were

provided with these sensor models at the beginning of

the task. The following subsections describe how the

robots track their respective leaders.

Fig. 2. Heterogeneous Emperor robots used in our experiments.
Four of the robots are ATRV-minis, and one robot is a Transit
robot.

A. Laser PLS Sensor

The SICK PLS (Proximity Laser Scanner) sensor

provides readings with a scan angle of 180 degrees

and an angular resolution of 0.5 degrees. Distances re-

turned under 15 meters are considered reliable. Start-

ing from this sensor data, the tracking routine re-

moves spikes and averages across samples to obtain

a smoother sequence (see Figure 3).

From the smoothed sequence, the routine then ex-

tracts all the local minima in the sequence and then

tries to match each one with the previous tracked min-

ima. The one which is closest is considered to be the
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Fig. 3. Raw readings from the PLS sensor and a smoothed
sequence (note the di�erence in the two scales).

new local minima to track and will be tracked in the

next step. The routine returns the polar coordinates

(distance, �, and angle, �) of the minima to track. This

is the information that the thread dealing with the

laser will provide to the Decisor module. The chosen

local minima is the one which minimizes the quantity:

d =

q
(�c cos �c � �t cos �t)

2
+ (�c sin �c � �t sin �t)

2

where (�c; �c) are the polar coordinates of the can-

didate local minima and (�t; �t) are the coordinates

of the minima currently being tracked. This formula

gives the distance on the cartesian plane between the

candiate local minima and the currently tracked min-

ima. In addition, during the local minima search, the

routine veri�es that no obstacle is too close to the

robot. If this is not the case, the LWB condition is

raised and the corresponding LWE condition is issued

when the obstacle moves away.

B. CCD Camera

Three of our robots are equipped with a CCD

camera mounted on a pan-tilt unit. The associated

framegrabber returns a color image in the RGB co-

ordinate space of 120 � 160 pixels. Robots equipped

with a camera have to detect and follow in real time

a similar robot in their �eld of view. The designed

Fig. 4. Results of visual tracking approach. Small white cir-
cles indicate locations of robots detected by the visual tracking

algorithm.

approach for detecting the position of the leader robot

is as follows:
� Color segmentation is accomplished by de�ning a

range of colors that are accepted as possibly the red

color of the ATRV robots, discarding all other pixels.

� Averaging (Smoothing) is achieved using a neighbor-

hood averaging technique in which pixel color is up-

dated by the eight surrounding pixels. If four or more

are red it is set to red, otherwise it is set to white

(white pixels are ignored in the following steps).

� Blob detection is done by checking the boundaries of

25 pixels. When a red pixel along the boundary of a

region is found, the region is agged as a possible hit.

� Object assignment gives a di�erent label to each con-

nected component, using the iterative algorithm by

Haralick [8].

� Object selection decides which of the objects should

be tracked. This is done by comparing the center of

mass of every distinct object with the position in the

image plane of the previous object being tracked (in

a similar way to what is done in the laser routine, as

outlined in VI-A).

� Proximity estimation gives a rough estimation of the

distance to the robot, based on the dimension of the

blob being tracked, and of its position on the image

plane.
Thus, as for the laser, the camera-handling thread

gives a position to track in polar coordinates (i.e., dis-

tance and direction). Figure 4 shows examples of the

detection of robot position using this approach.

C. Sonar

Every robot is equipped with sonar sensors. In our

experiments they have been used for obstacle avoid-

ance only, and not for tracking, because from a num-



ber of trials it became evident that crosstalk and en-

vironmental conditions were such that tracking could

be obtained only within a small distance range. In-

stead, they proved to be highly e�ective for obstacle

avoidance. The thread which deals with sonars iden-

ti�es the LWB and LWE conditions, as for the laser,

and in addition it produces a vector whose direction

and intensity indicate the direction and distance to

obstacles. Since readings from sonars come in polar

coordinates (�i; �i), the cartesian components xr and

yr of the resulting vector are calculated as:

xr =

nX
i=1

f(�i) cos �i yr =

nX
i=1

f(�i) sin �i

where n is the number of samples returned by the sonar

sensor and f is the function plotted in Figure 5.

x

f(x)

1

0.5 1

Fig. 5. Sonar weight function, where x is in meters.

VII. Robot Team Experiments

The proposed framework has been implemented and

tested both in indoor and outdoor environments using

teams of three to �ve robots. Figure 6 shows the robots

performing these behaviors in an outdoor grassy envi-

ronment, while Figure 7 shows the robots performing

these behaviors in an outdoor gravel environment.

Figure 8 gives an example of the robot state changes

that occur to maintain formations when the robots en-

counter obstacles within their formation. In this �g-

ure, all three robots are initially in the Robot-Follow

behavior. Then, at time T0, Robot 1 encounters an

obstacle that puts it into the Robot-Local-Wait behav-

ior, causing the other two robots to enter the Robot-

Remote-Wait behavior. At time T1, after waiting a

period of time for the obstacle to leave but with the

obstacle still in the way, Robot 1 enters the Robot-

Remote-Wait behavior, causing the other two robots

to enter the Robot-Remote-Recover behavior. At time

T2, Robot 3 itself then encounters an obstacle, caus-

ing it to go into the Robot-Local-Wait behavior. When

that obstacle does not move, Robot 3 enters the Robot-

Local-Recover behavior at time T3. However, since

Fig. 6. Results of approach implemented on robots operating
in an outdoor grassy environment.

Fig. 7. Results of approach implemented on robots operating
in an outdoor gravel environment.

Robot 1 had not yet completed moving around its ob-

stacle, it also enters the Robot-Local-Recover behav-

ior at this time. Robot 2 enters the Robot-Remote-

Recover behavior. Then, at time T4, Robot 1 success-

fully passes its obstacle moves to the Robot-Remote-

Recover behavior to wait on Robot 3 to complete the

bypass around its obstacle. At time T5, Robot 3 com-

pletes its obstacle bypass, and all robots return to the

Robot-Follow behavior.

The introduction of the wait behavior proved to

be e�ective in reducing the number of recover stages,

where it is more diÆcult to both go around an obstacle

and to keep track of the leader.

Figure 9 shows the results of two experiments of

the formation keeping behavior for a team of three

robots. This �gure shows the average inter-robot dis-

tance during the mission for each of these experiments.

To show the e�ect of the wait and recover behaviors,

one of these experiments involved a robot team per-

forming the formation behavior with the wait and re-

cover states as described in this paper, and the second

involved a robot team performing formation keeping,

but without the wait and recover states. In these ex-

periments, the leading robot was periodically stopped,

and after a pause the movement was continued. Both

curves show an oscillation e�ect, which is due to the

robot control uctuating between the maximum and
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Fig. 8. An example of local behavior scheduling in the case of a three robot team.

minimum allowable inter-robot distances as the lead-

ing robots pull forward (leading to increasing distances

up to the maximum allowable) or stop (leading to de-

creasing distances down to the minimum allowable).

Additionally, in these experiments, an obstacle was in-

troduced within the middle of the formation at approx-

imately 125 seconds (1250 1/10 seconds) into the task.

Note that the formation behavior with the wait and re-

cover states continued to operate e�ectively. However,

the formation behavior without the wait and recover

states resulted in the robots behind the obstacle get-

ting further behind, and eventually getting lost. These

results show the need for the wait and recover states

to ensure that formations are maintained even when

dynamic obstacles appear during the task.

VIII. Conclusions

A distributed technique for the coordinated motion

in a linear pattern with potential dynamic obstacles of

a multi-robot team has been illustrated. The frame-

work, based on explicit anonymous broadcast com-

muncation, is fully scalable with the size of the team

and deals with communcation failures. The proposed

approach has been implemented and validated over a

multi-robot team with heterogeneous sensing capabil-

ities performing both in indoor and outdoor environ-

ments.
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